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Governance in the Multi-Ethnic Community of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea  

Crimean peninsular with the territory of 10 square miles is the place of residence for 2.363 million Ukrainian citizens, out of which 63% are Russians, 25% Ukrainians, 12% Crimean Tatars, the rest are Armenians, Bulgarians, Germans, Greeks, Karaims, Krymchaks and other ethnic minorities. Once, a flourishing land and highly popular health resort for visitors from all the Soviet Republics, Crimea is currently the third least developed region in Ukraine, with Crimean Tatar community representing the poorest households with lowest per capita income, highest unemployment and morbidity rates With regard to human development, the Autonomous Republic of Crimea ranks 23 among 25 other regions of Ukraine. Following 1999 UNDP Human Development Report for Ukraine,  human development index for this region 0.694 (average for Ukraine 0.730, max 0.743, min 0.683) 
. The drastic change was a result of migration challenges faced by the territory over the last decade. 

Ukrainian officials and parliamentarians, domestic political scientists and international experts emphasize the complexity of the situation in Crimea and significant social-economic and political tension. Theoretically, there is a potential for conflict in multi-ethnic societies under conditions of maladministration and lack of democratic tradition, accompanied by underdevelopment or economic decline Between Sovereignty and Global Governance.  The United Nations, the State and Civil Society. Ed. Paolini, Albert J. - London: Macmillan Press Ltd. - 1998. - pp. 282-283. . In fact, from time to time mass media report minor outbursts of violence.  Besides, the Autonomous Republic of Crimea is at the top of the crime list - it rates the third among 25 other regions 1999 Ukraine Human Development Report UNDP. . 

Being at the crossroads of geopolitical interests, this area attracts the attention of many actors: Ukrainian, Russian, Crimean Tatar; Turkey and the Muslim world, international community, global civil society. Leonid Hrach, Chair of the Supreme Council of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea indicated at the session of the Committee on Migrations, Refugees and Demography of Leonid Hrach, Chair of the Supreme Council of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea at the session of the Committee on Migrations, Refugees and Demography of PACE that peace in the peninsula predetermines peace and calmness in Ukraine, whereas peace and calmness of Ukraine affect peace and stability in Europe Statement by Leonid Hrach, Chair of the Supreme Council of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea at the Session of the Committee on Migration, refugees and Demography of PACE. Strasbourg, April 5, 2000 // Krymskii Studii // Crimean Tatar Information and Documentation Center Bulletin. - #3, 2000. - p. 37..

There is understanding and concern that peace can be easily  ruined and  unrest may turn into an open ethno-political conflicts and violence. In this connection, Chechnia and Serbia scenarios are often cited.  

There are several sides to the problems currently faced by the multi-ethnic community of  Crimea, as well as solutions: political, legal, social-economic, humanitarian, cultural. In this paper we will concentrate on the issue of governance.

So far, governance by the state, i.e. Ukrainian authorities of the central, regional (the Government of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea) and local levels; the «invisible hand» of the market (market forces), and global governance (cooperation of local, national, transnational and international actors interacting vertically and horizontally under the auspices of global civil society) interacted in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea to little success.  A turn towards community governance Bowles, S., Gintis H. Social Capital and Community Governance // e\Papers\Economic Journal\Social Capital.tex July 28, 2000.  is necessary to improve the state of things. Community governance, deeply rooted in social capital, comprises aggregated interactions of individuals, neighborhoods, institutions, and networks working collectively for the benefit of the community - is to complement, not substitute the existing forms of governance. 

The research is based on the data of the State Committee for Nationalities and Migration, 1999 UNDP Human Development Report and results of opinion polls conducted in 1999 in Crimea under the auspices of UNHCR (project manager – Iryna Prybytkova) Прибыткова И.  Правовые и гуманитарные проблемы реинтеграции ранее депортированных в Крыму.  Аналитический доклад. -  Киев, 1999. – 263 p. . 

Background
In 1944, about 200 thousands of Crimean Tatars, the indigenous population of Crimea, were deported by the unlawful decision of Joseph Stalin on the accusation of collaboration with the fascists. Simultaneously, 38 thousand representatives of ethnic minorities of Crimea - Armenians, Bulgarians and Greeks - were deported on the same accusations. Earlier, in 1941 51 thousand Germans were deported from Crimea. These peoples lived in exile until 1956, when repressions against them were recognized illegal and  they were allowed to leave the place of deportation. However, Crimean Tatars as a people were not allowed to  return to their homeland and were forced to live and settle anywhere but not in the Crimea. Thirty three years passed until the Declaration of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR «On Recognition as Illegal and Criminal Forced Deportation and Repressive Measures Against Displaced Peoples and Provisions for Their Rights» of November 14, 1989 restored the rights of all the deported peoples and  thus initiated the return of Crimean Tatars to their homeland. Since then, the influx of more than 280,000 deportees, among them about 270,000 are Crimean Tatars Recommendations of Participants of the Parliamentary Hearings on the Legislative Regulation and Implementation of State Policy for the Provision of Rights of the Formerly Deported Crimean Tatar People and National Minorities Who Voluntarily Return to Ukraine // Crimean Tatar Information and Documentation Center Bulletin. - #3, 2000. - p. 28. and 12,000 representatives of other nationalities Krymskii Studii // Crimean Tatar Information and Documentation Center Bulletin. - #3, 2000. - p. 3, p.  have arrived and settled in Crimea. 

The return occurred simultaneously with the economic crisis. Currently, migrants suffer from  perils of transition period alongside with the local residents. Among the returnees, Crimean Tatars suffer the most. There are several reasons for this. 

The return was rapid, massive and spontaneous. The government of the newly independent Ukraine lacked the capacity to deal with the issue of such scope and scale. Deportees who were entitled to reparations and reimbursement of damages, due to the economic hardships have problems with obtaining housing and jobs. High inflation deflated the savings and money which families received for the sale of housing in the place of their previous residence. Production decreased, tourism industry which underpinned Crimean economy curtailed when the borders between the former republics of the Soviet Union were established and ethnic conflicts transformed into hostilities in the south of Russia and the Caucasus. Difficulties in obtaining Ukrainian citizenship The issue of obtaining citizenship has been solved due to the efforts of Ukrainian government, international organizations like IOM and UNHCR and agreements signed with the Uzbek  government where most Crimean Tatar migrants arrived from.  endangered political and economic rights of migrants (the right to land, to vote, to participate in privatization). While other Diaspora in Crimea - Armenian, Bulgarian, Greek and German - relied heavily on the support and assistance from the mainland, Crimean Tatar as the indigenous population of Crimea could only expect support from each other or seek assistance of the international community.  

Current social-economic conditions of the returnees 

Unemployment rate among Crimean Tatars is 49,6% which is three times higher than average for the Autonomous Republic of Crimea; it is even higher in some districts of compact settlements of Crimean Tatars: 
Bakhchisaray district 	51%
Saky district 		60.3%
Leninsky district 	65.6%
Yalta 			59.4%
Feodosia 		53.6%
Sudak district 		58.7% Biluha, Yu. Analytical information on a return and resettlement of former deported peoples // Krymskii Studii // Crimean Tatar Information and Documentation Center Bulletin. - #1, 2000. - p. 16. .

According to the results of opinion polls among the returnees, 72. 4% of respondents  indicated that they do not have a job,  among those who work only  42,5% have a job according to their qualifications (professional training) and experience Прибыткова И.  Правовые и гуманитарные проблемы реинтеграции ранее депортированных в Крыму.  Аналитический доклад. -  Киев, 1999. - р.220 - 221..  Currently, 73% of returnee reside in rural areas whereas before the majority lived in cities and towns (for instance, in Uzbekistan more than 80% of deportees lived in cities and towns) Program for Settlement and Accommodation of the Formerly Deported Crimean Tatars and Other Nationalities, Who Returned to Ukraine for Permanent Residence, for the Years of 2001-2005 (draft). - p. 3 . 

Housing and infrastructure: according to the statistics provided by the State Committee for Nationalities and Migration Biluha, Yu. Ibid. , 48.8% Crimean Tatars do not have the housing of their own; other sources provide the following figures: 
5.2 % live in public housing 
1.8 % in privatized apartment 
28.3 % in the own private houses (finished construction) 
27.6 % in their own private houses (unfinished construction) 
16.8 % in hostels (dormitories)
4.4 % rent apartments 
11.5 % find shelter with relatives and friends
4.4 % have other housing Прибыткова И.  Правовые и гуманитарные проблемы реинтеграции ранее депортированных в Крыму.  Аналитический доклад. -  Киев, 1999. - р.225. . 

Among 300 newly raised villages (so called «compact settlements» for Crimean Tatars), 
75% are provided with electricity supply
27% with water supply
3% have gas pipelines
sewage and heating are practically  non-existing 
10% have roads and connection to highways Biluha, Yu. Ibid. . 

Income 
Pension is the main source of income for 45.1% of Crimean Tatar families. Occasional jobs are the second largest source of income important for 41.2% of families. Only 28.6 % of the returnees live on salaries and wages. The produce from vegetable gardens (subsistence farming) is the source of income for 35.6% families. 

Crimean Tatars demonstrate higher rates of morbidity compared to the rest of the population of the peninsula: 
they have 1.5 higher incidence of cancer
three times higher incidence of diseases of periphery nervous system 
three times higher incidence of diseases of bone-muscular system Ibid. .  

Poverty (70.5% of respondents) and unemployment (86.5 %) rate the first and the second on the list of problems currently faced by the returnee population Ibid., p. 210. .  82.2 % of returnees stated that their living conditions worsened over the last five years; Only 2.4 % hope that life will improve significantly in the next five years, while 21.5 % believe that it will improve slightly. 17.9 %  think life will get slightly worse, while 17.8 % believe it will be much more worse than at present.  Ibid., p.206. 

Governance 
Market forces 
In the market economy  the invisible hand of the market insures effective allocation of resources and regulates the majority of societal interactions.  When market fails, government steps in to compensate for inadequate allocation of resources and provide for fairness and social equity. 

The underdeveloped market of the 1990s, when the process of repatriation started, was unable to deal with the social-economic issues of significant scope. The situation in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea called upon the state interference. 

The policy of the Ukrainian government with regard to market regulation so far resulted mainly in corruption, over-regulation, deficient taxation legislation and company law, which inhibit  development of entrepreneurship and keep economy in the stalemate.  Changes in the regulation of economic activity undertaken in 1999 - 2000,  new legislation on regulation of business activity, privatization and stock market, as well as new tax, civil and land codes expected in the near  future, may accelerate market growth and development in Ukraine and Crimea New economic legislation, 1999-2000 // Policy studies, vol. 14., December 2000. - International Center for Policy Studies, Kyiv, Ukraine.   .  

In spite of poor indicators of human development, Crimea is still an attractive area for investments Рейтинг інвестиційної привабливості регіонів України 1 першому півріччі 2000 року. - Київ: Інститут Реформ, 2000. - 122 р. .  Its «investment attractiveness index» is rather high: it occupies the 8th position out of 25.  The index is based on 53 indicators reflecting the degree of economic development, development of infrastructure, financial services and human resource development. Two areas in Crimea are granted  special (favorable) investment regime. Nevertheless, in 2000 opinion polls 95% of Crimean companies and enterprises indicated that investments in their enterprises are absent, and only 5% stated that investments in their companies increased Ibid., p. 78..  The same source indicates that the Autonomous Republic of Crimea rates the first among Ukrainian regions investing abroad.   While Ukrainian authorities and international organizations were seeking investors and donors to invest in the development of the region, Crimean companies in 2000 invested 46.1 million US dollars in the economy of Panama. 

Ukrainian government 
For the most part, the government of Ukraine has been supportive of the returnees. 
State policy for integration of the formerly deported Crimean Tatar people as well as Armenians, Bulgarians, Greeks and Germans was developed and programs to assist the settlement and integration of these peoples into Ukrainian society and Crimean community were launched.

For the solution of the complicated set of issues from 1991 to date the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine issued over twenty Resolutions and Orders.

Several institutions with the mandate to assist integration and settlement were formed, including:
at the central level: 
·	Verkhovna Rada Committee on Human Rights of Minorities and Inter-Ethnic Relations
·	Council of Representatives of Crimean Tatar People with the President of Ukraine
·	Commission on the Affairs of Individuals Deported on the Grounds of Their Nationality, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine  
·	State Committee for Nationalities and Migration 
·	Division for the Issues of Citizenship and Minorities with the Office of the President of Ukraine 
at the regional level: 
·	State Committee for Nationalities and Deported Peoples with the Autonomous Republic of Crimea
and Departments on Inter-Ethnic Relations with municipalities.  

The list of other institutions involved in the solution of the issues of  returnee integration is far from complete:
·	Verkhovna Rada / Ukrainian Parliament and its Commissions and Committees
·	Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine 
·	Ministry of Justice 
·	Ministry of Education 
·	Ministry of Health  
·	Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
·	Ministry of Culture
·	Ministry of Labor and Social Policy
·	Supreme Council  of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea
·	The Council of Ministers of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea
·	Respective ministries Currently, local self-governments act under a significant legislative deficit, budgetary constraints, control of centrally appointed governors, with no clear-cut division of competencies between state administrations and elected municipal councils and mayors ( Report of the Standing Committee of the Council of Europe’s Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of 08.03.2001), and therefore are  not capable of exercising any significant impact.  . 

Verkhovna Rada (Ukrainian Parliament) amended the Law on Ukrainian Citizenship to simplify the process of obtaining Ukrainian citizenship for the formerly deported individuals. Several draft laws were submitted for the consideration of parliament, among them The Law on the Status of Crimean Tatar People, The Law on Rehabilitation and Provision of Rights  of the National Minorities Who Were Discriminated Against and Deported from the Territory of Ukraine. 

The Ukrainian government entered into the negotiations with Uzbekistan (where the majority of the formerly deported come from) to develop a simplified procedure for denunciation of Uzbek citizenship and reduce the burden of fees and custom tax at the border. More than once Ukrainian government appealed to other CIS states who were supposed to share burden of repatriation and settlement of returnees. 

A broad scope cooperation with international organizations unfolded. Conferences, symposiums, round tables and training seminars under the auspices of UN, UNHCR, IOM, ILO, UNDP, OSCE, Council of Europe, other international organizations were held which brought together representatives of executive government, parliamentarians, academics and researchers, non-governmental organizations, international experts; study tours and internship programs were organized for central and regional government officials with the focus on legal education, transfer of skills and expertise.  

Three international donor conferences to facilitate the provision of assistance by the international community on the issues of providing assistance in settlement to the returnees took place.

Financially, the efforts of the Ukrainian government to assist the processes of integration and settlement amounts to 300 million US dollars.

In terms of output, it corresponds to: 
about 300 new settlements 
283 thousand square meters of housing
375 kilometers of water supply pipes 
851.4 kilometers of electricity grids 
84,3 kilometers of roads  
5 secondary schools (to accommodate 1,454 students)
3 nursery schools 
1 musical school 
a policlinic and 5 first aid centers
other amenities Program for Settlement and Accommodation of the Formerly Deported Crimean Tatars and Other Nationalities, Who Returned to Ukraine for Permanent Residence, for the Years of 2001-2005 (draft). . 
In spite of the above efforts, returnees do not think high of the government. 79.4% of respondents indicated the insufficient assistance of the government to the formerly deported  returnees is the source of problems and hardships faced by their families Прибыткова И.  Правовые и гуманитарные проблемы реинтеграции ранее депортированных в Крыму.  Аналитический доклад. -  Киев, 1999. - р.212.. Corruption and bribes (16.4% of respondents) rate the fifth on the list of problems currently faced by the returnee population (after unemployment (86.5 %), poverty (70.5%), lack of or inadequate access to free health services (35.2%) and crime (21.6%)) Ibid., p. 210. . 

Global governance 
To provide housing, jobs, urban infrastructure, financial support for a quarter of a million people is an overwhelming  challenge for any state, saying nothing about the newly formed independent Ukraine which in early 1990s lacked the necessary institutions and resources (human, financial, technical etc.). 

The Ukrainian government as well as Crimean Tatar leaders appealed to the international community for support. International organizations and donor agencies responded to the appeal. Multidimensional complexity of the situation was addressed by different international actors who acted by the «globally valid norms, rules and international codes of conduct» Simay, M. The future of global governance: managing risk and change in the international system. - Washington, DC: US Institute of Peace Press, 1994. - p. 9.  For the solution of the problems transnational relations were established and multi-actor projects launched. 

The order when multiple actors, foreign and domestic, cooperate at the local, regional, national, transnational and global levels acting by legally binding norms and international  rules is defined as global governance Rosenau, James N. Along the Domestic-Foreign Frontier: Exploring Governance in a Turbulent World. - Cambridge University Press, 1997. - p. 10; Simay, M. Ibid. . 

In addition to UN, UNHCR, IOM, ILO, UNDP, OSCE, Council of Europe mentioned above, other major actors involved in global governance in Crimea include: 
·	Crimea Integration and Development Program UNDP
·	High Commissioner on National Minorities, OSCE
·	Turkish International Cooperation Agency
·	Eurasia Foundation (USAID) 
·	Open Society Institute 
·	Dutch, Canadian, and other Embassies 
·	IREX ProMedia
·	Counterpart, the USA
·	Charles Mott Foundation, the USA
·	Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
·	Institute for Democracy in Eastern Europe, Poland 
·	Foundation for Inter-Ethnic Relations, the Netherlands 
·	King Baudouin Foundation, Belgium
·	International Renaissance Foundation, Ukraine 
·	other. 
   
The international donor assistance amounts to 10 million US dollars; it revealed itself in the form of:
·	legal assistance / education 
·	institutional strengthening and capacity building of Ukrainian public agencies dealing with the issues of settlement and integration of returnees 
·	education in the ethnic languages (curricula development for schools and universities)
·	publication of books and textbooks in Crimean Tatar and the languages of minorities 
·	mass media development and support
·	ethnic culture development 
·	inter-ethnic cooperation (e.g. joint projects involving representatives of different peoples of Crimea)
·	small credit schemes 
·	development of NGOs and community based organizations
·	other.   

Under global governance, non-governmental organizations («the third sector» in Ukrainian terms) are obligatory actors and parties to all activities. The number of NGOs in Crimea according to different sources is estimated between 5 - 6 thousands. Multiple actors interact vertically and horizontally. In case of Crimean Autonomous Republic, the interactions were mainly based on vertical (hierarchical) links: international organization - central agency -  regional agency / local government / local NGO. Though some international programs (UNDP, the Program for the Integration of the Formerly Deported Crimean Tatar People and Armenians, Bulgarians, Greeks and Germans into Ukrainian Society) have established direct links with local NGOs and promote horizontal cooperation. 

International actors guided by international legal instruments promote human rights, contribute to ethnic tolerance and multiculturalism. Via technical assistance programs and acting by international rules, they accelerate the transfer of skills and expertise in strategy development, policy formulation, public consultations, legislative drafting, non-profit management, fighting ethnic prejudices and xenophobia etc.

The joint efforts of international and domestic civil society  helped to avert the violence. But, the priority issues for Crimean returnee community - jobs, income-generating activities and housing - remain beyond the attention of most international actors.   20.5 %  returnees regard  international humanitarian assistance as insufficient Прибыткова И.  Правовые и гуманитарные проблемы реинтеграции ранее депортированных в Крыму.  Аналитический доклад. -  Киев, 1999. - р.212.. 

So far, aid programs delivered by Ukrainian government institutions and provided by international organizations proved ineffective: «normal bureaucracy is ill-equipped to respond to diversified and varying needs and complex changing situations; ... bureaucracy, with its top-down approach and its standardized procedures and solutions, can hardly be expected to promote ... development effectively» Dale, R. Regional development programs: from prescriptive planning to flexible facilitation? //Public management. An international journal of research and theory.  - Volume 2, #2, December 2000. - p. 506.. 

Community governance and «new» regional development 
For the multi-ethnic Crimean community, solutions may come through community governance: «communities are part of good governance because they address certain problems that cannot be handled either by individuals acting alone or by markets and governments» Bowles, S., Gintis H. Social Capital and Community Governance // e\Papers\Economic Journal\Social Capital.tex July 28, 2000. - p. 4. .  Grounded in the social capital (skills, aspirations, beliefs, ability to associate, network and interact for the benefit of the community), community governance can be understood as accumulations of skills and collective action for problem solving.  Community governance is based on sharing information, equipment and skills with the members of the community, as well as individual motivation and peer monitoring.  

Many of the characteristics of community governance coincide with the features of a «new paradigm regional development» as summed up by Reider Dale Ibid. . Both approaches:
·	are people-centered,
·	organized bottom-up,
·	are based on common vision and active participation of community members in problem solving and decision making;
·	are facilitating and empowering by nature;
·	emphasize the importance of shared values, trust, solidarity;
·	emphasize the importance of shared information about needs, behaviors and capacities of community members and
·	require capacity, organizational and institutional building.  

Community governance, based on regular and frequent interactions, allows for adjustments and «soft» mechanisms of coordination pertaining «new paradigm» regional development programs.  Instruments for community governance and new regional development paradigms include: 
·	decentralization and devolution 
·	strong local governments
·	new patterns of management and organizational behavior
·	empowered local NGOs and community base organizations
·	growth of interest and advocacy groups 
·	co-operative financial services (e.g. community credit unions, community foundations)
·	co-operative ventures and mixed property enterprises (community utility company)
·	programs supporting entrepreneurship and small-business development.   
   
Is there a potential for community governance in the multi-ethnic Crimean community?

The answer is positive for several reasons. 

1/ In spite of political and social-economic tensions there is little hostility among different ethnic groups: opinion polls indicate that the majority of the population does not regard the ethnic factor as the potential cause of conflict. Only 3.3% of respondents believe that conflicts between different ethnic groups are probable; and 2.8 % fear conflicts among Crimean Tatars and local population Ibid., р.236..

Returnees communicate and have friends among other nationalities of Crimea:   
·	77% have friends among Russian population
·	58.6% among Ukrainians 
·	18.4 among Uzbeks 
·	7.4 % among Jews
·	16.0% among other nationalities Ibid. p. 234. .

Only 2.1 % of returnees regard their relationship with local residents as extremely negative;  
11.2 % characterize it as prejudiced; 13.5 % as indifferent.  The majority (60.8 %) indicate that they have good relationship and 5.9% believe their relations with local residents are friendly and compassionate Ibid. p. 235..

Trust and solidarity among community members are the requirement for community governance. While part of the returnees live in newly raised compact settlements (partly as a means to preserve, or restore, language, culture and traditional modes of living; partly because only the undeveloped land plots were available for settlement), another part lives in towns and cities side by side with local population. Friendly environment in the latter communities will be favorable for mobilization for mutually beneficial activities. 

2/ Crimean Tatars people have preserved traditional system of  self-government. 
Kurultay -  the National Assembly of the Crimean Tatar people - since the repatriation started  in early 1990s convened  three times.  Kurultay elects the Mejlis - the standing representative body of Crimean Tatars. Each Crimean Tatar community in a city, town or village elects its own representative body - mele mejlis responsible for the local matters. Local mejlis is a bottom up institution traditionally rooted in the Crimean Tatar community, dealing with daily grievances and community matters; it is a body capable of peer monitoring, mobilizing community, taking responsibility and risk (which over the last decade was demonstrated several times during non-violent mass protest and marches) There are many concerns regarding the legal status of Mejlis and its position within the framework of Ukrainian system of public administration. . 

Thanks to a many-century tradition Crimean Tatars are better prepared for community governance, possessing better skills of collective action, problem analysis and decision making than other inhabitants of the peninsula.  They may share the expertise among Crimean community facilitating its participation and involvement in governance. 
 
3/ Over the last decade, the support of international community has contributed significantly to the capacity of local civil society, strengthening its ability to organize, associate, network, and cooperate horizontally, transnationally (for instance, cooperation between Crimean Tatar NGOs and Turkish organizations) and internationally. Local institutions equipped with the knowledge of international human rights instruments, international management tools (borrowed in the process of cooperation with international NGOs), IT allowing quick  access to information, legal advice and consultations with international organizations may become an important resource for community governance and regional development, as well as the source and facilitator of local and regional democracy . 

4/ Other reasons include a growing trend in the world, including Ukrainian society, towards regional and local self-governments; commitment of the international civil society to further support the processes of integration in Crimea; expertise in community building accumulated by western democracies and Central and Eastern European states successfully going through transition period, which can be borrowed by Crimean community.  

Nowadays, in the time of transformations and radical change, traditional governance often faces crisesRosenau, James N. Along the Domestic-Foreign Frontier: Exploring Governance in a Turbulent World. - Cambridge University Press, 1997. . For nations rich and poor, contemporary discourse on better governance and community development unfolds around the concepts of partnerships, participation, empowerment and grassroots. As there are no other solutions, the same recipes have to be adopted for the multi-ethnic Crimean community, as well as Ukrainian society at large. Community foundations to promote local development, credit unions to facilitate entrepreneurship and businesses is the answer to the insufficient funding of municipal programs by central government; public works for community development will reduce unemployment; a mixed-property (with community members as shareholders) sewage or water supply system will speed up the improvement of living standards.   






